












S5 (900x450x150/75mm)



K5 - 300x200x125/75mm



DLF CYBER PARK
500X350X250mm



ONSITE MANUFACTURING

PAVER FINISHES

We have executed various prestigious bulk projects (1,50,000 sqft area and more) by setting up on site plants 

yielding in huge saving for clients as transportation cost which is a big factor becomes zero.

•   L&T - Kannaur international airport, Kerala

•   L&T - Jaipur - Kishangarh highway

•   Textile Park - Pali (RJ)

Shot Blasted
We have an automatic shot blasting unit which 

produces texture as designed by landscape 

architects arranged from various states make its 

among landscape architects.

Smooth
It is a very neat clean finish. Its more desired in 

schools, hospitals and food industries making 

food products.

Sand Blast
It is a gentle texture somewhat like a sand 

paper. It is a sharp finish as well as anti-skid.

Glossy
Its achieved by chemically coating the above said 

finishes. It imparts shine and makes products look 

brighter. Also, adds life to coloured paver blocks. It 

makes product water and oil repellent.

Weathered
This is a handmade finish and hence most 

expensive. It has old world charm and gives a 

worn-out look to pavers / kerbstones / tiles.

Etching
Another wonderful anti-skid finish has a sharp look 

and elegant. It breaks monotony of smooth pavers 

and imparts value to its aesthetics. 



Technical Specifications

TECHNICAL ALLIES

NikitaRecronSikkaLanxess (Germany)

The Range

40 mm

60 mm

80 mm

100 mm

CHARACTERISTICS

Pavers (IS 15658)

Dimensional Tolerance

Compressive Strength (28days)

Abrasion Resistance (mm)

TILES (IS 1237:2012)

Water Absorption 

Dimension (mm) 

Resistance to wear (mm)

Transverse Strength (n\mm²)

Water Absorption (%)

CODE STANDARD

Thickness

Length & Breadth

Length

Width

STANDARD VALUE

± 3 mm

± 2 mm

2 max

<6%

300-500 kg/sqcm

10 max

3 min

2.5 max

300±1 mm

300±1 mm



Super Thin Pavers
They are available in 25/40mm thickness. These 40mm thick pavers can bear traffic load upto 15 
tonnes!, first of it's kind in India. Months of R&D led to this technological development. It's pocket 
friendly as it's much cheaper than conventional 60mm thick interlocking pavers. Grade of concrete 
used is M50 plus.

Glow in the Dark Pavers (Nightglo)
These photo-luminescent pavers glow from absorbed sunlight during the day and can be installed 
directly on your driveway, pool deck or walkway. Glow duration can vary from 6-8 hours.

Illuminated Kerbstones
Another first in India by us, they will light up your driveway in the night. The lights fitted are water 
proof and can withstand moisture from surrounding green belt. It reduces energy consumption as 
driveway is well lit up and gives awesome look to your driveway in night. Size of Kerbstone is
600 x 230 x 200 mm.

THE INNOVATION



Designer Drain Covers
Flowers, petals, company logos and anything you can imagine, can be engraved on these 
drain covers. Dull and monotonous drain covers can be made interesting and bright thereby 
adding aesthetics to any project.

Reflexivo
We are first in north india to make it. Mirrors in tiles reflect when light falls on them. 
Recommended for pedestrian traffic in places like restaurants, discotheques, malls, hotels 
etc. The thickness is 25mm and sizes 300 x 300 mm / 100 x 100 mm.

The Satya
SATYA range offers tiles that sparkle when any form of light falls on it. Intesive hard work 
over months gave this vibrant glossy look. Absolutely stunning shimmer will brighten up any 
driveway. Thickness is 25mm and sizes are 300 x 300 mm / 150 x 150 mm / 100 x 100 mm.



The Art

New levels of imagination and creativity led to birth of 'The Art' tiles. Beautiful blend of various
colour combinations can be ordered like gray with white/black dot or black tile with red dot etc.
Available in

300x300x25 mm 300x300x25 mm

Etcher

Etcher pavers/tiles are subjected to a protective surface treatment 
first. Next process is shot blasting which creates a wonderful 
contrast of smooth and rough surface in same product. When laid, 
these pavers/tiles can create patterns beyond your imagination.

Sizes in pavers 40mm / 60mm thick

Size in tiles   300 x 300 x 25 mm
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INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

• Sub Base should be hard, well compacted and levelled to achieve a smooth paver blocks driveway.

• Fix edge restraints like Edgestones, Kerbstones etc. to avoid displacement of pavers in one or two sides and

so  that laid driveway is straight.

• Bed sand (25-40 mm thick) should be spread in levelled way with help of long wooden /aluminum bar.

• Start laying pavers from the edge where pavers come straight and try to end at full complete paver to

avoid cutting if possible.

• Spread dry fine sand with broom on top of pavers in ample quantity and run plate compactor after it to

fill all paver joints. The vibrations of compactor will make fine sand fill joints which acts as cushion between

two pavers.

• After compacting, clean the driveway with broom thereby removing all extra fine sand present.

 NOTE:

• Before taking decision on colours, kindly check actual paver/tiles, there may be shade variation in the colours.

• Kindly keep adequate gap between paver/tiles to avoid chipping.

• Shade/Size variation is inherent property of all cement based products and should not be considered as

manufacturing defect.

• We advise you to kindly check line and level of pavers/tiles before fixing them. No claims whatsoever will be

entertained afterwards. 
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